Aspirin reduces long-term stroke risk in women with prior hypertensive disorders of pregnancy
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Abstract

Objective
To determine whether hypertensive disorders of pregnancy (HDP) increased long-term stroke risk in women in the California Teachers Study (CTS), a prospective cohort study, and whether aspirin or statin use modified this risk.

Methods
CTS participants ≤60 years of age at the time of enrollment in 1995 were followed up prospectively for validated stroke outcomes obtained via linkage with California hospital records through December 31, 2015. We calculated unadjusted and adjusted hazard ratios (HRs) and 95% confidence intervals (95% CIs) for the primary outcomes of all stroke and stroke before 60 years of age among those with and without a history of HDP. We tested for interactions (p < 0.2) and performed stratified analyses to assess the risk of the primary outcomes in women with and without self-reported use of aspirin or statins.

Results
Of 83,749 women included in the analysis, 4,070 (4.9%) had HDP. Women with prior HDP had increased risk of all stroke (adjusted HR 1.3, 95% CI 1.2–1.4) but no increased risk of stroke before age 60 (adjusted HR 1.2, 95% CI 0.9–1.7). There was an interaction (p = 0.18) between aspirin use and HDP history on risk of stroke before age 60: nonusers of aspirin had higher risk (adjusted HR 1.5, 95% CI 1.0–2.1) while aspirin users did not (adjusted HR 0.8, 95% CI 0.4–1.7). This effect was not seen with statins.

Conclusions
After controlling for comorbid conditions, women with prior HDP had increased long-term stroke risk, which was reduced by aspirin use. Randomized trials may be needed to assess whether long-term aspirin use could benefit selected women with a history of HDP.
Preeclampsia, a multisystem disorder characterized by hypertension and widespread endothelial dysfunction during pregnancy, occurs in 3% to 8% of all pregnancies. Preeclampsia and other hypertensive disorders of pregnancy (HDP) are associated with increased long-term cardiovascular risk, including stroke, a leading cause of death and disability in women in the United States. Preeclampsia may have unique effects on the cerebral vasculature, as evidenced by the elevated risk of peripartum stroke in this group and increased white matter lesions in women with a history of preeclampsia. While preeclampsia rates in most developed countries have been stable or declining, preeclampsia rates are rapidly rising in the United States, making non-US prospective cohort studies less generalizable to the US population. Some studies have suggested that strokes may occur at a younger age in women with a history of preeclampsia.

Aspirin treatment during pregnancy reduces preeclampsia incidence among high-risk women. However, aspirin is typically discontinued after delivery. Whether continued aspirin use after pregnancy is beneficial in women with a history of preeclampsia is unknown. Guidelines for estimating 10-year cardiovascular risk, including stroke, to inform primary prevention with aspirin or lipid-lowering therapy do not include history of preeclampsia in risk calculations, despite preeclampsia being identified as a sex-specific risk factor for stroke by the American Heart Association/American Stroke Association.

The California Teachers Study (CTS) has followed up a large cohort of female teachers continuously since 1995 to 1996. We hypothesized that history of HDP would independently increase the risk of stroke in women in the CTS. We further hypothesized that use of aspirin or statins would modify this risk.

### Methods

#### Study design and population
Study participants were recruited in 1995 to 1996 by mailing questionnaires to all female active and recently retired
members of the California State Teachers Retirement System. Women who returned a self-administered questionnaire (n = 133,479, median age at enrollment 53 years, age range 22–104 years) have been followed up prospectively since then, with 5 subsequent self-administered questionnaires and additional outcomes data obtained through linkage with the California Office of Statewide Health Planning and Development hospitalization discharge database via probabilistic record linkage based on Social Security number, date of birth, sex, and race/ethnicity. This process has previously been described.17 Briefly, the status of California residence is monitored through annual mailings, responses from participants, and routine record linkages with the US Postal Service National Change of Address database and the California Department of Motor Vehicles. The date and cause of death are ascertained through linkage with the California State Mortality Files, the Social Security Administration Death Master File, and the National Death Index. The California Health and Safety Code requires that all hospitals provide discharge data, with the exception of 11 state mental health and developmental hospitals. Data from the hospitals are required to meet data error tolerance levels of 0.1% for sex and date of birth. Social Security numbers in the CTS are 99% complete and were validated with a checking algorithm excluding numbers outside the possible range. All women ±60 years of age at time of enrollment who did not report a prior stroke on the baseline questionnaire were included in this analysis, with outcomes available through December 31, 2015. Women >60 years of age at the time of study enrollment were excluded because of concern that participant recall of preeclampsia could be less reliable.18 Participants were censored at the time of death, move away from the state of California, or voluntary withdrawal from the study. Women who did not complete all questionnaires but for whom contact information was established and who remained in California were considered to still be enrolled in the study because the CTS continues to collect outcomes.

**Exposures of interest**

The primary exposure was HDP, defined as self-reported preeclampsia or hospital-diagnosed HDP, including gestational hypertension, preeclampsia, and eclampsia. In 1997 to 1998, the second questionnaire asked, “Considering ALL your pregnancies, were you ever diagnosed with pre-eclampsia? (Note: pre-eclampsia is a condition that can occur during the second half of a pregnancy and is marked by elevated blood pressure, protein in the urine, and fluid retention by the mother).” Women who responded “yes” or were admitted to a hospital with an ICD-9 diagnostic code for a HDP (642.3x, 642.4x, 642.5x, 642.6x, 642.7x, or 642.9x) were considered to have had HDP (appendix available from Dryad, doi.org/10.5061/dryad.71b0hr3). Hospital admissions data were available from January 1, 1991, to December 31, 2015. To assess sensitivity of self-reported preeclampsia diagnoses in our study cohort, we correlated self-reported preeclampsia with prior HDP admissions. Women who had hospital-diagnosed HDP concurrent with or after stroke were not considered to have HDP exposure unless they had a separate, prior episode of HDP before the stroke. Because the date of preeclampsia diagnosis was not available for the majority of women with self-reported preeclampsia, the exposure was treated as a binary variable (any HDP/no HDP). Women who did not report a history of preeclampsia and had no admissions for HDP were assumed to have no history of HDP. All women who reported a prior stroke at the time of study enrollment were excluded from the analysis because we were unable to verify the date of HDP in relation to the date of stroke.

Additional variables of interest included age, race/ethnicity, and self-reported stroke risk factors, including hypertension, diabetes mellitus, obesity (defined as baseline body mass index of ≥30 kg/m²), migraine, and tobacco use (defined as history of smoking reported on any questionnaire before stroke). Women were considered regular aspirin users if they reported taking aspirin at least 3 times weekly for at least 1 year on questionnaire 1 (1995–1996), 4 (2005–2006), or 5 (2012–2013), the 3 questionnaires on which participants were asked to report aspirin use. Women were considered regular statin users if they reported using a statin daily for at least 2 months on questionnaire 4 (2005–2006) or 5 (2012–2013), the 2 questionnaires on which participants were asked to report statin use. Only medication use before stroke diagnosis (primary prevention) was considered.

**Outcomes and diagnostic code validation**

We prespecified 2 primary outcomes: any stroke after study enrollment (all stroke) and stroke before age 60. The cutoff of stroke before age 60 was based on the higher prevalence of stroke in US women compared to men in this age group in the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey,19 suggesting a larger role for sex-specific stroke risk factors in younger women. Stroke was defined as hospital admission or death due to acute ischemic stroke, TIA, cerebral venous thrombosis, cervical artery dissection, acute cerebrovascular disease during the puerperium, or nontraumatic intracerebral or subarachnoid hemorrhage without concurrent HDP (appendix available from Dryad, doi.org/10.5061/dryad.71b0hr3). Secondary outcomes included development of hypertension after study enrollment and a combined outcome of stroke, myocardial infarction, or death resulting from any cause.

**Validation of hospitalization discharge codes in California for stroke and TIAs among women in the CTS cohort**

Primary and secondary hospital discharge codes were identified from the Office of Statewide Health Planning and Development linkage database with the use of ICD-9 codes. Stroke was defined as a hospitalization with an ICD-9 code of 430, 431, 432.x, 433.x1, 434.xx (excluding 434.x0), 436, 437.1, or 437.9. TIA was defined as a hospitalization with an ICD-9 code of 435. We selected ≈200 women diagnosed with incident stroke or TIA with a sampling distribution of ICD-9 codes equivalent to that of the entire group. Two trained interviewers contacted selected participants (or relatives for
those too ill to participate or deceased) and obtained consent for review of medical records. For women with >1 stroke event, we targeted records for the first event, although records from the subsequent event were evaluated when obtained, resulting in a total of 239 records, comprising 212 incident and 27 recurrent stroke or TIA.

Medical record review, following a standardized protocol, was the definitive diagnosis against which hospitalization codes were assessed. Two neurologists (K.L., M.S.V.E.) independently reviewed medical records. A third neurologist (D.W.), who was blinded to the 2 reviewers’ decisions, provided adjudication in cases of discrepancy. An event was classified as a stroke if it was due to rapid onset of a persistent focal neurologic deficit attributable to an obstruction or rupture of the vascular system and not known to be secondary to brain trauma, tumor, infection, or other cause. The deficit must have lasted >24 hours or have been associated with a demonstrable lesion on computed tomography or MRI compatible with acute stroke. An event was classified as a TIA if it resulted from ≥1 episodes of focal neurologic deficit lasting >30 seconds but no longer than 24 hours. Rapid evolution of the symptoms to the maximal deficit must have occurred in <5 minutes with subsequent complete resolution without head trauma immediately before onset of the neurologic event. The final algorithm for defining stroke by ICD-9 codes in the CTS cohort excluded ICD-9 codes 437 (other and ill-defined cerebrovascular disease) and 432.1 (subdural hemorrhage) and restricted the definition of stroke and TIA to incident events recorded in the primary position. Positive predictive values for overall stroke and stroke subtypes and κ statistics for agreement between neurologists are reported (appendix available from Dryad, doi.org/10.5061/dryad.71b0hr3). Diagnostic codes for cerebral venous thrombosis, cervical artery dissection, and acute cerebrovascular disease during the puerperium have previously been validated in other cohorts.20–23

Institutional approvals

Permission to conduct this analysis was obtained from the Institutional Review boards of City of Hope National Medical Center and Columbia University Medical Center. Stroke outcomes validation was carried out in compliance with the Helsinki Declaration and approved by the Institutional Review boards at each study center, namely the City of Hope, the University of Southern California, the Cancer Prevention Institute of California, and the University of California at Irvine, and by the California State Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects, in accordance with assurances filed with and approved by the US Department of Health and Human Services. All study participants provided written informed consent to participate in the study.

Data availability statement

Deidentified data from the CTS are housed in an online secure data warehouse maintained by the City of Hope in
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**Figure 1** CONSORT diagram, study enrollment

[Diagram showing the CONSORT flowchart with steps and numbers for enrollment, exclusion, and final numbers for history of preeclampsia.]
collaboration with the Supercomputing Center of the University of California, San Diego. Data and statistical code used for the current analysis are available to other investigators on request to the CTS.

Statistical analysis
Kaplan-Meier survival analyses were calculated for time to stroke stratified by history of HDP. Date of study enrollment was considered the start of follow-up time for each participant. We used a complete case assessment and did not account for missing data because the proportion of missing data for our variables of interest was <10%. We used Cox proportional hazards models to calculate unadjusted and adjusted hazard ratios (HRs) and 95% confidence intervals (95% CIs) for all stroke and stroke before age 60 among women with and without a history of HDP. The proportional hazards assumption was checked and was met. We tested for interactions between HDP and self-reported use of aspirin or statins. A value of \( p = 0.02 \) was considered significant for a possible interaction, consistent with a higher threshold for statistical significance for assessing interactions, with acceptance of a higher likelihood of type 1 error.\(^{24,25}\) We created stratified models to assess risk of stroke in women with and without self-reported use of aspirin or statins. Because HDP can occur only during pregnancy and because of concern that pregnancy itself, rather than HDP, could influence the risk of future stroke, prespecified subgroup analyses were performed including only parous women in the non-HDP group. We performed sensitivity analyses excluding TIA and the stroke outcome codes that were not specifically validated in our cohort. The secondary outcome of hypertension was assessed via self-reported hypertension on questionnaire 5 among women with no self-reported baseline hypertension on questionnaire 1. Because we did not know the date of hypertension diagnosis, we used logistic regression to estimate adjusted odds ratios (ORs) and 95% CIs for the development of new hypertension in women with and without history of HDP.

### Results

#### Baseline characteristics

Of the 83,749 women who met our inclusion criteria, 4,070 (4.9%) had a history of HDP (figure 1). Baseline demographics and self-reported comorbid conditions of the study sample are shown in table 1. Age distribution of the study sample at study entry and last follow-up is shown in figure 2. Of the 83,749 women, 11,734 were lost to follow-up because of moving away from the state of California, voluntary withdrawal from the CTS, or inability to establish contact information, giving a total follow-up time of 1,519,906 woman-years. Mean follow-up time was 18.1 years (SD 4.5 years) and did not differ by exposure groups (\( p = 0.43 \)).

Compared to women without prior HDP, women with prior HDP had more baseline self-reported vascular risk factors. Among women with HDP, 972 had hospital-diagnosed HDP and 3,361 had self-reported history of preeclampsia on questionnaire 2, with 262 women having both self-reported preeclampsia and hospital-diagnosed HDP. Women with self-reported preeclampsia were older at the time of study entry compared with women with hospital-diagnosed HDP, had higher parity, and had more vascular risk factors (table
2). Of 396 women who had hospital-diagnosed HDP before questionnaire 2, 249 (62.9%) reported preeclampsia on the questionnaire. Of 38 women who had hospital-diagnosed severe preeclampsia or eclampsia, 32 (84.2%) reported it. Compared with the 147 women who failed to report their diagnosis, self-reporters had higher proportions of severe preeclampsia or eclampsia (32 of 249 [12.9%] self-reporters vs 6 of 147 [4.1%] nonreporters, \( p = 0.004 \)).

Women in our sample who reported aspirin use were older, had a higher proportion of self-identified white race, and had more vascular risk factors than nonusers of aspirin. A higher proportion of aspirin users also reported regular statin use (4,761 of 17,652 aspirin users [27.0%] vs 11,033 of 66,097 nonusers of aspirin [16.7%], \( p < 0.0001 \)). Similarly, statin users were older, had more vascular risk factors, and were more likely to report aspirin use (appendix available from Dryad, doi.org/10.5061/dryad.71b0hr3).

### Primary outcomes

#### All stroke

There were 123 admissions for stroke in the HDP group (3.0%, event rate 166 per 100,000 woman-years) compared with 1823 (2.3%, 127 per 100,000 woman-years) in the non-HDP group (\( p = 0.002 \)). Event subtypes are detailed in table 3. Risk of all stroke was higher in the HDP group (unadjusted HR 1.3, 95% CI 1.1–1.6) (table 4). Adjusting for age, race/ethnicity, tobacco use, migraine, hypertension, obesity, and diabetes mellitus did not alter the results (adjusted HR 1.3, 95% CI 1.2–1.4). Kaplan-Meier stroke-free survival curves for women with and without a history of HDP are shown in figure 3.

There was no interaction between HDP and aspirin use for overall stroke risk (\( p = 0.49 \)). In secondary stratified analyses, we found that the risk of all stroke was elevated in women with a history of HDP who were not taking aspirin regularly (adjusted HR 1.3, 95% CI 1.2–1.4); women with a history of HDP who were taking aspirin regularly remained at increased risk (adjusted HR 1.2, 95% CI 1.0–1.4). There was no increased risk of hemorrhagic stroke in women who were taking aspirin. We found no interaction between statin use and history of HDP for all stroke risk (\( p = 0.69 \)).

#### Stroke before age 60

Risk of stroke before age 60 was higher in women with HDP history (event rate 51.3 per 100,000 woman-years) compared to those without HDP history (event rate 34.3/100,000 woman-years) in unadjusted models (unadjusted HR 1.5, 95% CI 1.1–2.1). After adjustment for age, race/ethnicity, tobacco use, migraine, hypertension, obesity, and diabetes mellitus, there was no increase in risk of stroke before age 60 in the HDP group (adjusted HR 1.2, 95% CI 0.9–1.7). There was an interaction between HDP and...
self-reported aspirin use on the risk of stroke before age 60 ($p = 0.18$). Stratified analyses showed an increased effect size in women who were not taking aspirin regularly (adjusted HR 1.5, 95% CI 1.0–2.1). HDP did not increase risk of stroke before age 60 in women who were taking aspirin (adjusted HR 0.8, 95% CI 0.4–1.7). We found no

| Table 2 Characteristics of women with hospital-diagnosed HDP vs self-reported preeclampsia |
|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|
| Hospital-diagnosed only (n = 709) | Self-reported only (n = 3,099) | Hospital-diagnosed and self-reported (n = 262) |
| Median age at study enrollment (IQR), y* | 31.3 (28.4–35.2) | 48.4 (43.2–53.4) | 33.4 (31.0–37.1) |
| Parity at questionnaire 2, n (SD)* | 1.4 (1.5) | 2.8 (1.3) | 2.3 (1.2) |
| Self-reported race/ethnicity, n (%)* | | | |
| White | 552 (77.9) | 2,663 (85.9) | 207 (79.0) |
| Black | 19 (2.7) | 98 (3.2) | 2 (0.8) |
| Hispanic | 72 (10.2) | 135 (4.4) | 33 (12.6) |
| Native American | 6 (0.9) | 36 (1.2) | 3 (1.2) |
| Asian/Pacific Islander | 44 (6.2) | 105 (3.4) | 8 (3.1) |
| Other/mixed | 12 (1.7) | 40 (1.3) | 7 (2.7) |
| Unknown | 4 (0.6) | 22 (0.7) | 2 (0.8) |
| Severity of HDP, n (%) | | | |
| Gestational hypertension, mild or unspecified preeclampsia | 626 (88.3) | Unavailable | 230 (87.8) |
| Severe preeclampsia or eclampsia | 83 (11.7) | Unavailable | 32 (12.2) |
| Median age at HDP diagnosis (IQR), y | 34.6 (31.2–38.1) | Unavailable | 32.2 (29.5–36.1) |
| Migraine, n (%) | 169 (23.8) | 854 (27.6) | 66 (25.2) |
| Obesity at study enrollment (BMI ≥30 kg/m²), n (%)* | 101 (14.3) | 726 (23.4) | 52 (19.9) |
| Hypertension (at study enrollment), n (%)* | 74 (10.4) | 839 (27.1) | 58 (22.1) |
| Diabetes mellitus, n (%)* | 35 (4.9) | 399 (12.9) | 24 (9.2) |
| Smoking, n (%)* | 88 (12.4) | 916 (29.6) | 48 (18.3) |

Abbreviations: BMI = body mass index; HDP = hypertensive disorders of pregnancy; IQR = interquartile range. Preeclampsia was reported on questionnaire 2, 1997 to 1998. * $p < 0.0001$.

| Table 3 Cerebrovascular event subtypes in women enrolled at ≤60 years of age in the CTS |
|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|
| All stroke, n (%) | Stroke before 60 y of age, n (%) |
| HDP (n = 4,070) | No HDP (n = 79,679) | HDP (n = 4,070) | No HDP (n = 79,679) |
| Total cerebrovascular events | 123 (3.0) | 1823 (2.3) | 38 (0.9) | 495 (0.6) |
| Ischemic stroke | 60 (48.8) | 941 (51.6) | 17 (44.7) | 213 (43.0) |
| Subarachnoid hemorrhage | 7 (5.7) | 145 (8.0) | 5 (13.1) | 73 (14.7) |
| Intracerebral hemorrhage | 9 (7.3) | 173 (9.5) | 4 (10.5) | 70 (14.1) |
| TIA | 46 (37.4) | 541 (29.7) | 11 (28.9) | 131 (26.5) |
| Cerebral venous thrombosis | 1 (0.8) | 4 (0.2) | 1 (2.6) | 1 (0.2) |
| Cervical artery dissection | 0 | 7 (0.4) | 0 | 2 (0.4) |
| Pregnancy-associated stroke | 0 | 5 (0.3) | 0 | 5 (1.0) |

Abbreviations: CTS = California Teachers Study; HDP = hypertensive disorders of pregnancy.
Table 4 Risk of stroke in women with vs without history of HDP stratified by reported medication use

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Overall stroke HR (95% CI)</th>
<th>Stroke before 60 y of age HR (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All women (unstratified)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unadjusted</td>
<td>1.3 (1.1–1.6)</td>
<td>1.5 (1.1–2.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted*</td>
<td>1.3 (1.2–1.4)</td>
<td>1.2 (0.9–1.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did not report regular aspirin use</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unadjusted</td>
<td>1.4 (1.1–1.7)</td>
<td>1.7 (1.2–2.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted*</td>
<td>1.3 (1.2–1.4)</td>
<td>1.5 (1.0–2.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reported regular aspirin use</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unadjusted</td>
<td>1.2 (0.8–1.6)</td>
<td>1.0 (0.5–2.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted*</td>
<td>1.2 (1.0–1.4)</td>
<td>0.8 (0.4–1.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did not report regular statin use</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unadjusted</td>
<td>1.3 (1.0–1.6)</td>
<td>1.5 (1.0–2.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted*</td>
<td>1.2 (1.0–1.5)</td>
<td>1.1 (0.8–1.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reported regular statin use</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unadjusted</td>
<td>1.4 (1.0–1.9)</td>
<td>1.7 (0.9–3.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted*</td>
<td>1.3 (1.0–1.9)</td>
<td>1.3 (0.7–2.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: CI = confidence interval; HDP = hypertensive disorders of pregnancy; HR = hazard ratio.

Total follow-up time was 1,519,906 woman-years. Aspirin use was reported on questionnaires 1 (1995–1996), 4 (2005–2006), and 5 (2012–2013). Women were considered to be regular aspirin users if they reported taking aspirin or an aspirin-containing medication ≥3 times per week for at least 1 year. Statin use was reported on questionnaires 4 and 5. Women were considered to be regular statin users if they reported use of statin medications daily for at least 2 months.

*Models were adjusted for age, race/ethnicity, smoking, migraine, obesity, diabetes mellitus, and hypertension.

interaction between statin use and history of HDP on the risk of stroke before age 60 (p = 0.68).

Secondary outcomes

Hypertension

Self-reported hypertension was more prevalent in the HDP group (971 of 4,070, 23.9%) at the time of the first questionnaire compared with the non-HDP group (7,470 of 79,679, 9.4%) (p < 0.0001). Among the 75,308 women who did not report hypertension on questionnaire 1, a total of 31,615 women did not complete questionnaire 5. Of these, 2,811 had died; 5,002 had moved out of the state of California, had withdrawn from the study, or had contact information that was could not be verified; and the rest remained in the study with outcomes being tracked through the California State database. There was no difference between the HDP and non-HDP groups in follow-up time:

mean follow-up time was 18.2 years in the unexposed group and 18.3 years in the exposed group (p = 0.29). Among those women who did not report baseline hypertension and completed questionnaire 5 (2012–2013) (n = 43,693), women with a history of HDP had increased odds of developing hypertension by the time of questionnaire 5 (adjusted OR 1.7, 95% CI 1.6–1.9). The odds were higher in women who were <40 years of age at the time of study entry (adjusted OR 2.5, 95% CI 2.0–3.2). Models were adjusted for age and self-reported race/ethnicity.

Combined stroke, myocardial infarction, or death

Women with a history of HDP had increased risk of the combined outcome of stroke, myocardial infarction, or death resulting from any cause (unadjusted HR 1.1, 95% CI 1.0–1.2; adjusted HR 1.2, 95% CI 1.0–1.3). Models were adjusted for age, race/ethnicity, tobacco use, obesity, diabetes mellitus, and hypertension.

Subgroup and sensitivity analyses

When the sample was restricted to women who reported at least 1 pregnancy on any questionnaire (n = 67,185), HDP increased the risk of all stroke (unadjusted HR 1.4, 95% CI 1.1–1.6; adjusted HR 1.3, 95% CI 1.1–1.6) and of stroke before age 60 (unadjusted HR 1.6, 95% CI 1.1–2.2; adjusted HR 1.3, 95% CI 0.9–1.8). Stratified by aspirin use, the results of this subgroup analysis were similar to the entire cohort (appendix available from Dryad, doi.org/10.5061/dryad.71b0hr3). A sensitivity analysis excluding patients with diagnostic codes for TIA, cervical artery dissections, cerebral venous thrombosis and pregnancy-associated stroke again showed results similar to the overall analysis (appendix available from Dryad, doi.org/10.5061/dryad.71b0hr3).

Discussion

In our analysis of 83,749 initially stroke-free women in the CTS, we found that a history of HDP increased women’s risk of future stroke, even after adjusting for their increased prevalence of vascular risk factors. Furthermore, we found that while use of aspirin had a moderate effect on overall risk reduction for stroke, it appeared to have a stronger effect on reducing risk of stroke before age 60 in younger and middle-aged women without increasing hemorrhagic stroke risk. We did not find a similarly beneficial effect of statins in this population. Prior studies have shown increased long-term risk of stroke and cardiovascular disease in women with a history of HDP.2 Our study in a large cohort in a US population raises the possibility that primary preventive treatment with aspirin after a pregnancy complicated by HDP might reduce future stroke risk in this population.

Multiple studies have demonstrated that low-dose aspirin taken early in pregnancy reduces the risk of preeclampsia14,26 leading the American College of Obstetrics and Gynecology to recommend its use in women at high risk for developing
preeclampsia (such as women with a history of recurrent prior preeclampsia or preeclampsia with preterm delivery).\textsuperscript{27} Proposed mechanisms include antithrombotic effects and the anti-inflammatory and antioxidant properties of aspirin.\textsuperscript{28} However, our understanding of the effects of aspirin on the causal pathway of preeclampsia is limited.\textsuperscript{29} The complex pathophysiology of preeclampsia is still incompletely understood but involves abnormal placentation leading to placental hypoxia, imbalance of proangiogenic and antiangiogenic factors, immune dysregulation, and a cascade of cytokine-mediated inflammatory effects.\textsuperscript{29–31} Oxidative stress and persistent inflammation may play a role in the development of long-term stroke risk after preeclampsia.\textsuperscript{31} Both acute and chronic inflammation increases the risk of cerebrovascular disease.\textsuperscript{32} Preeclampsia, an inflammatory condition, likewise has severe effects on the cerebral vasculature. In the short term, preeclampsia increases the risk of peripartum stroke 5- to 6-fold.\textsuperscript{33,34} Preeclampsia leads to disruption of cerebral autoregulation and alterations in blood-brain barrier function, which may lead to elevated risk of peripartum and postpartum ischemic stroke, postpartum angiopathy, and intracerebral hemorrhage.\textsuperscript{35} While preeclampsia has been proposed as a “failed stress test,” indicating underlying high risk for cardiovascular disease,\textsuperscript{36} other research suggests that preeclampsia itself may permanently alter endothelial function, leading to hypertension and atherosclerotic disease\textsuperscript{37} and amplifying the effects of those risk factors through multiplicative interaction.\textsuperscript{38} It is biologically plausible that the anti-inflammatory, antioxidant, and antithrombotic effects of aspirin use could be beneficial for long-term cerebrovascular protection in women with a history of preeclampsia and other HDP. In addition, the lack of evidence in our study for statin efficacy should not be interpreted as evidence of inefficacy; statins also have shown promise in the prevention and treatment of preeclampsia,\textsuperscript{39} and our results may have been biased by indication (i.e., women in our study at highest risk of stroke may have been more likely to be prescribed statins). Furthermore, both aspirin and statin use may have been relatively brief in this younger population, making it harder to detect an effect and biasing our results to the null hypothesis.

The clinical and public health implications of increased risk of stroke in younger women are of particular importance because younger stroke patients, particularly women, suffer grave long-term consequences in terms of years of disability and lost capacity to work, despite having better functional outcomes than older adults in the short term.\textsuperscript{40} Stroke is the fourth leading cause of death\textsuperscript{41} and a leading cause of disability in US women.\textsuperscript{42,43} Simple, inexpensive primary preventive interventions could have major consequences in this high-risk group. The postpartum period is a time of high engagement with the medical system, representing an opportunity for primary intervention. HDP history remains underrecognized as a risk factor by many physicians,\textsuperscript{44} leading to missed opportunities for early counseling. Furthermore, HDP history is not included in cardiovascular 10-year risk calculators, which are commonly used by primary care physicians to decide whether to recommend aspirin or statin treatment.\textsuperscript{45}

This is particularly relevant in the United States, where preeclampsia rates are rapidly rising, for unclear reasons.\textsuperscript{46,47} Both the increased prevalence of obesity and delayed childbearing have been proposed as explanations,\textsuperscript{46} but neither of these is unique to the United States. Racial disparities may be a culprit; preeclampsia rates in the United States are higher in black women than white women, and black women have higher rates of preeclampsia-associated severe complications.\textsuperscript{8} Primary prevention strategies, in turn, may have even greater potential for benefit in black women with preeclampsia.

Strengths of our study include its prospective design and the granularity of the data, including medication use, often missing from large administrative datasets. The CTS is...
A long-running cohort study of women in the United States and is unusual in that it enrolled a large number of young women and included detailed reproductive history. Such information is often lacking in cohort studies aimed at cerebrovascular outcomes because stroke is typically thought of as a disease of the elderly, and preeclampsia has been under-recognized as a long-term cardiovascular and stroke risk factor. Another strength of our study is the rigorous validation of stroke outcomes in the CTS cohort.

A limitation of our study is the small number of stroke outcomes in both groups, particularly among younger women, limiting the power of the study to detect interactions. We used a threshold of \( p < 0.2 \) for significance for a statistical interaction, recognizing that this approach has generated debate\(^{24,25} \) but can boost the power of a study to detect biologically plausible, carefully preselected interactions. This approach can result in increased type I errors. However, our stratified analyses suggested effect modification.

An additional limitation is the inclusion of TIA in the outcome variable, a less specific diagnostic code by our own validation study. However, this would lead to nondifferential misclassification, more likely to bias our results toward the null than otherwise, and our sensitivity analysis excluding TIA and other less well-validated diagnostic codes showed similar results. Survivor bias may have affected our results in that women with a history of HDP may have been more likely to have strokes or die before study entry and thus be excluded from the analysis, again biasing our results toward the null. Some cervical artery dissections may not have resulted in stroke; because all of the dissections occurred in the unexposed group, this may have biased our results to the null.

The heterogeneity of HDP diagnoses is an important limitation of our study because women with more severe forms of preeclampsia have worse long-term outcomes.\(^{12} \) For most women, the history of preeclampsia was ascertained by self-report, which may have introduced additional misclassification. A systematic review found that maternal recall of HDP was >90% specific, regardless of the length of the recall period.\(^{18} \) Thus, while the sensitivity of maternal preeclampsia recall may have been limited in our study, this would likely have biased our results to the null. We included women with admissions for gestational hypertension in the HDP group because diagnostic codes for gestational hypertension and mild preeclampsia have been shown to be virtually interchangeable when applied to inpatients, with high rates of misclassification in both directions.\(^{47} \) Furthermore, preeclampsia is regarded as a disease along a continuum, with gestational hypertension often progressing to preeclampsia.\(^{48} \) Clinical confirmation of the preeclampsia diagnoses in the CTS was not feasible; thus, for the purposes of this hypothesis-generating study, we chose an inclusive definition of HDP, using either self-report of preeclampsia (which has been shown to be highly specific\(^{18} \) and made up the majority of our cases) or hospital diagnosis of any HDP (less specific but more sensitive).\(^{49} \) This approach may have resulted in misclassification.

An important limitation is that this cohort of teachers may not be generalizable to the broader US population. For example, women who enrolled in the CTS were predominantly white and were more likely to have delayed childbearing to a later age than women in the general California population. While the prevalence of HDP in this cohort is similar to that in the general population, rates of preeclampsia have been shown to be considerably higher in blacks, with an incidence ratio of 1.5 for severe preeclampsia and eclampsia and >3-fold higher incidence ratio of “superimposed” preeclampsia (preeclampsia with preexisting chronic hypertension).\(^{50} \) Thus, our results should be confirmed in a cohort that better reflects the geographic, socioeconomic, racial, and ethnic diversity of the United States; should be interpreted cautiously; and should be considered hypothesis generating.

These data support that women with a history of HDP are more likely than those without this history to develop future stroke. The risk of stroke before age 60, but not overall stroke, was mitigated in women who were taking aspirin. History of HDP should be considered an important risk factor for future stroke, and some women with this history may warrant primary preventive treatment with aspirin even in the absence of additional vascular risk factors. More research is needed to better understand the mechanisms by which preeclampsia and related disorders increase stroke risk, and randomized controlled trials may be warranted to establish the efficacy of aspirin for the primary prevention of stroke in selected women with a history of HDP.
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